The Driving Theory Tough Ten

1. You are involved in a collision. Because of this which THREE of these documents may the police ask you to produce? Mark three answers
   A) Vehicle registration document
   B) Driving licence
   C) Theory test certificate
   D) Insurance certificate
   E) MOT test certificate
   F) Vehicle service record

2. In which THREE of these situations may you overtake another vehicle on the left?
   A) When you are in a one-way street
   B) When approaching a motorway slip road where you will be turning off
   C) When the vehicle in front is signalling to turn right
   D) When a slower vehicle is travelling in the right-hand lane of a dual carriageway
   E) In slow-moving traffic queues when traffic in the right-hand lane is moving more slowly

3. A cycle lane is marked by a solid white line. You must not drive or park in it:
   A) at any time
   B) during the rush hour
   C) if a cyclist is using it
   D) during its period of operation

4. Areas reserved for trams may have: Mark three answers
   A) metal studs around them
   B) white line markings
   C) zigzag markings
   D) a different coloured surface
   E) yellow hatch markings
   F) a different surface texture

5. You have broken down on a motorway. When you use the emergency telephone you will be asked: Mark three answers
   A) for the number on the telephone that you are using
   B) for your driving licence details
   C) for the name of your vehicle insurance company
   D) for details of yourself and your vehicle
   E) whether you belong to a motoring organisation
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6. Where can you find reflective amber studs on a motorway?

A) Separating the slip road from the motorway
B) On the left-hand edge of the road
C) On the right-hand edge of the road
D) Separating the lanes

7. You are in a collision with another moving vehicle. Someone is injured and your vehicle is damaged. Which FOUR of the following should you find out? Mark four answers

A) Whether the driver owns the other vehicle involved
B) The other driver’s name, address and telephone number
C) The make and registration number of the other vehicle
D) The occupation of the other driver
E) The details of the other driver’s vehicle insurance
F) Whether the other driver is licensed to drive

8. Unbalanced wheels on a car may cause:

A) the steering to pull to one side
B) the steering to vibrate
C) the brakes to fail
D) the tyres to deflate

9. What does this sign mean?

A) End of restricted speed area
B) End of restricted parking area
C) End of clearway
D) End of cycle route

10. What does this sign mean?

A) Two-way traffic straight ahead
B) Two-way traffic crosses a one-way road
C) Two-way traffic over a bridge
D) Two-way traffic crosses a two-way road

How did you go?

You can get more official practice question by visiting www.theorytestpro.co.uk or clicking the button below.

GET MORE QUESTIONS

Answers

7. A B C E F G H I J
1. B D E F G H A C E D
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